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Why settle for less?
Globetrek is a national travel insurance provider with offices across
Canada, serving over 200,000 clients annually. Our sales and support
staff are travel industry professionals, most with direct experience in
the travel agency sector. All Globetrek plans offer quality coverage at
competitive rates, while the Globetrek Plus plans offer the most travel
insurance coverage available. You will also benefit from deep discounts
on travel to Europe, Asia, Mexico, South America, Africa and the South
Pacific, including a 5-day stopover in the U.S.A. Globetrek offers the
most comprehensive and cost-effective insurance solutions to our
valued clients.

Globetrek claims and travel assistance services are provided in-house
by our wholly owned subsidiary, Global Excel Management Inc. (GEM).
GEM is a full service emergency medical travel assistance company,
with a call centre staffed around the clock by experienced multilingual
personnel, including on-site doctors and nurses. No matter where you
travel, we’ll be there too!

Globetrek Plans

Additional coverage available
under the Globetrek Plus Plans

.: Benefit Highlights

■

Pre-existing medical condition: 90 days stability required prior to
the date of purchase for clients age 0 to 59

■

Out-of-pocket expenses — up to $5,000

■

Death or hospitalization of a close friend

■

Replacement of prescription glasses

■

No deductible on Senior medical plans

■

International adoption

■

Flight schedule change — up to $1,200

■

Baggage coverage — $1,500

■

No exclusions for most amateur sports activities

■

Baggage delay — $750

■

Out-of-pocket expenses — up to $3,500

■

Recreation — up to $100 for entertainment expenses

■

Coverage in the event of a direct violent attack against insured or
travel companion during trip

■

Special occasion — up to $600 toward additional transportation

■

Equivalent air transportation — equivalent class of reservation

■

Remote evacuation

■

Loss of prescription drugs — 30-day supply

■

Fees for a caregiver for children at destination — up to $1,000

■

Family transportation — airfare plus up to $500 for out-of-pocket
expenses

■

Baggage coverage — $1,000

■

Baggage delay — $400

■

Overnight accommodation and meals for a qualified medical
attendant

■

Cash in Hospital benefit — $50 per day to a maximum of $2,000

■

Pet return — to a maximum of $500

■

Free medical infant coverage

■

Preparation and Return of Remains

■

Return of insured travel companion — up to a maximum of $450

.: Assistance on Call Around the World, Day or Night
In an emergency situation, comfort that comes with peace of mind is
often vital to a rapid and successful recovery. Time is critical, and with
a toll free multilingual response available 24 / 7, you are guaranteed
immediate attention. An experienced and professional team will arrange
and monitor treatment, providing support to the patient and family.
When necessary, they will organize evacuation home or to the nearest
qualified medical facility.

Personalized service does not end with the medical treatment. With
our commitment to excellence, the prompt settlement of your claim
is just as important. We arrange direct payment with participating
hospitals, physicians and other providers to minimize paperwork and
inconvenience.

